Redeployment and Redundancy Provisions for
Ongoing Employees
Northern Territory Public Sector (NTPS) agencies, like all organisations, can experience major change (e.g.
organisational restructure, amalgamation or closure, downsizing or changes in departmental services and
operations). Sometimes these changes result in more employees than jobs. Where an ongoing employee
cannot be placed in a job they may be declared potentially surplus to requirements. The employee becomes
a ‘redeployee’ and the redeployment and redundancy process commences.
The flow chart below explains the redeployment and redundancy process and principles applying to each
stage.

FLOW CHART
STAGE 1

STAGE 2

PRINCIPLES

CEO declares employee as surplus to Agency requirements. Employee becomes a redeployee
and is placed on the redeployee database.

Redeployee applies or requests referral to suitable vacancies across the NTPS.

Agencies are required to
advertise all vacancies on
the OCPE Redeployment
Database prior to
advertising

Selection panels must assess redeployees with the capability to perform the duties with a
reasonable period of training.
Merit selection to apply
where more than one
redeployee is referred to
the same vacancy

Not
Suitable

Selection panel’s report reviewed by OCPE
Redeployment Unit.
The Commissioner will direct the CEO:
•
to reconsider the selection;
•
transfer the redeployee to the
vacancy; or
•
proceed with normal advertising.

Suitable

The CEO transfers employee to job.

Agencies can also offer a
trial period to ascertain
the redeployee’s
suitability

Redeployee status ceased.
No further action.

If redeployee not suitable process begins again
from stage 2

STAGE 3

Where prognosis is poor for redeployment and every reasonable attempt has been made to
place the employee, they may be offered a Voluntary Redundancy (VR). This requires the
Commissioner’s approval.

VR offer not
accepted

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Voluntary redundancy
entitlements are paid in
accordance with the
relevant Enterprise
Agreement

VR offer
accepted
Transfer to a job with
lower salary may be
considered with salary
maintenance for a period
of time

The Commissioner gives notice advising the
employee they are surplus to the requirements
of the NTPS.

Employee commences notice period.
Cessation of employment occurs when notice
period ends.

Redeployment and
retraining continues
throughout the notice
period

‘Commissioner’ means the Commissioner for Public Employment
This information sheet is to be read in conjunction with the redeployment and redundancy provisions within the relevant enterprise agreement. Also refer to sections 41 and 43 of the
Public Sector Employment and Management Act and Employment Instruction Number 14.
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